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The 2nd Scientific Revolution, Reformation, & Renaissance 

Declaration of Scientific Independence 
The provably proper and supreme moral-logical system of science is provably independent of-and superior to-all 
forms of coercive collectivism (including all mixtures of democratic collectivism, fascist collectivism, and socialist 
collectivism, which mixtures are also variously known as neoconservative collectivism and neoliberal collectivism). 

Once a few minimal factors of conventional logic are discovered or learned, the further investigation of logic with logic 
(i.e. reflexive metalogic or universal logic) inexorably leads to several inescapable (i.e. provable) conclusions (i.e. 
theorems) about universal logic: 

1. The laws of universal logic are the most fundamental laws of all natural laws. 

2. The laws of universal logic are objectively normative-i.e. they are universal objective logical truth-values. 

3. The laws of universal logic are provably universally axiomatic-in the greatest universal reflexive context. 

4. The laws of universal logic are absolutelyfixed (as maximally universal reflexive fixed-points) and permanent. 

5. The normative laws of universal logic comprise one exclusive, supreme, and completely interwoven universal 
system. 

6.  There are an infinite number of ever more sophisticated universal logical laws that can be progressively discovered, 
which are all mutually consistent with (and which all reinforce) the most basic universal logical laws. 

7. The laws of universal logic are partially ordered by the precedence order of their discoverability, which in turn 
corresponds to their order of importance-i.e. the laws that can be discovered earliest are the most important. 

8. The one true system of universal objective value logic is the natural scientzfzc moral-logical authority of the 
universe, and is the objectively normative constitution of the universe. 

9. The pre-existingprimal singular universal system of objective value logic is the one and only true morally- 
logically supreme GOD of science in particular, and of the universe in general. 

10. All other theories of morality and God are true or good only to the extent that they compatibly approximate (in 
effect more than in doctrine) the universal system of objective value logic and the supreme GOD of science. 

Any group of minimal factors of conventional logic, even if treated provisionally or hypothetically, after reflexive 
metalogical elucidation, turn out to be impossible to honestly reject, and so constitute the most supremely powerful type 
of Jacob Bronowski's "evolutionary ratchets". Universal logic vindicates Bronowski's scientific value theory. 

The provably intrinsic discoverability characteristic of the laws of universal logic is also known as the "logically 
necessary anthropic principle", the "logical beneficence principle", and the "greatest common denominator of all 
realistically possible worlds". 

That the system of universal logic is the ultimate natural scientific moral-logical authority of the universe is known as 
"Godel's great theorem" in honor of the greatest logician of the 20th century, Kurt Godel (of incompleteness theorem 
fame). In his last years, Godel attempted to prove a much more general but indirect form of this supreme theorem as his 
final eternal legacy. The natural scientlJic moral-logical authority of the universe is designated as GOD to distinguish 
this realization from all other less scientifically sophisticated and all other less culturally evolved thinking about God. 

The universe and its objectively normative GOD are provably absolutely logically authoritarian. The only true natural 
political science of the universe is necessarily and provably a libertarian system of morally-logically primary individual 
liberty-property rights. This vindicates key Enlightenment Era beliefs of the great American revolutionaries Thomas 
Jefferson and Thomas Paine, who held that real political science and true religion had ultimately scientiJic foundations. 
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2. Dedication-Pioneers of the Universal Scientific Trail 
This work is dedicated to: 

Akhenaton, Moses, Solon, L. Tzu, C. Tzu, Buddha, Tliucydides, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Euclid, 
Archimedes, Cicero, Cato tlie Younger, Jesus, Augustine, Avicenna, Averroes, Aquinas, R. Bacon, 
Grotius, Spinoza, Suarez, F. Bacon, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Leibniz, Locke, Bach, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Jefferson, Paine, Washington, Trenchard, Gordon, Madison, Jay, Hamilton, Kant, 
Goethe, Gauss, Euler, Whewell, Faraday, Maxwell, Darwin, Pierce, Cantor, Planck, Hilbert, 
Einstein, Dirac, Fermi, Von Neumann, Godel, Ives, Feynman, Schwinger, Mises, Hayek, Orwell, 
Howard, Jaki, Blanshard, Rand, Rothbard, Bronowski, Needham, Zwicky, Jones, Gunkel, Smith, 
Wesley, Beckman, Rosen, Adler, Pirsig, Barwise, Cohen, Madison, Hoppe, Kinsella, Yates, 

and to many others either not yet listed or wishing to remain permanently anonymous, for their contributions 
to universal science. 

3. License 
This document is copyright freeware, subject to exactly the same licenses as the programming language Perl. 
(Please see www.perl.com or www.perl.org for the details.) In general, you may freely give away copies of 
this document that include this entire chapter (titled "License"). You may also incorporate any part of this 
documesit into other works, so long as you: 

1. Provide appropriate attribution, minimally including our Internet email and web address: 
(schneik@azstarnet.com, www.azstarnet.com/-scl~neik). 

2. Send us one copy (printed 011 paper) of each version of each such work. 

3. Explicitly state that permission to copy does not in any way constitute endorsement of your work. 

That's it. It's as easy as 1, 2, 3. This should make it easy for friends and critics alike to extend and debug this 
theory. Have fun with it, and good luck. 

4. Preface-The Supreme Scientific Attitude 
Quality-universally supreme and universally objective quality-that's what universal science is ultimately 
all about. And at the central focus of this scientific universe of objective quality is theprovably supremely 
good value. Two of the most superstitious "scientific" myths of "moder~l" times are that science is value free 
or that that the most fundamental values of science are merely socially determined conventions. The greatest 
scientific values or goods are provably provable, provably objective, provably supreme, provably absolute, 
and provably permanent and eternal. This enormously powerful and incredibly important scientific feat is 
one of the all-time greatest milestones in the great journey of human evolution. 011 one hand it validates an 
infinitely reflexive meta-conjecture of (among others) the 20th century's greatest logician, Kurt Godel, while 
on the other hand, it smashes every single false idol in Karl Popper's pretentious and pernicious "science 
never proves anytliing about the real world" pseudo-philosophy of scientific method. (Like Bertrand Russell, 
Karl Popper was extremely adept at rhetorically sculpting second-rate conclusions from first-rate 
observations, thereby becoming the leading philosophical false prophet of logically schizophrenic scientific 
methodology.) 

Despite having one of the greatest concentrations of highly trained scientists and engineers the world has 
ever seen, the dramatic downsizing and renaming of the Soviet Union demonstrated that the reign of 
philosophy is more powerful than technology. (And now it's demonstrating how hard tlie recovery from bad 
philosophy is.) Medieval China was once literally centuries ahead of Europe in terms of wealth, civil 
infrastructure, science, and technology-yet the reign of (mainstream) low quality philosophy aborted the 
Commercial Revolution, the Scientific Revolution, and tlie Scientific Revolution. To any serious student of 
world history, it's glaringly evident that the enorinously greater contemporary advances in science and 



2.2 The reflexive scientific method-the super-scien tific method. 
What happens when you turn the scientific method on itself, to seek its absolutely scientific foundations? You are using 
the reflexive scientific method, which turns out to be the super-scientific method. And the super-scientific method is the 
missing link to the morally and logically supreme universal objective value system of all true science-which is the one 
and only true rational religion of science, and the one and only true foundation of honestly legitimate political science. 

The old geocentric theory of astronomy was quite useful for limited tasks, such as predicting eclipses. But the advance 
to the heliocentric theory turned out to be vastly superior in terms of what followed in its wake. Likewise the 
conventional scientific method is quite useful for limited technical applications, but the super-scientific method is vastly 
superior for dealing with the great value issues of the social sciences, which affect every area of human life. The 
resulting Enlightenment of the mid-2 1 st century will be much more glorious than the Enlightenment of the mid- 18th 
century which gave rise to the British Industrial Revolution on one hand, and to the libertarian American Revolution on 
the other. 

The ingenious Descartes-Augustinian technique of finding islands of absolute certainty by exploring the most extreme 
limits of doubt in the first-person perspective is obviously a special case of a much more general procedure. Rather than 
trying to fme the maximum of whatever you are directly interested in, search instead for the maximum of its opposite, 
whose limits are often more obviously marked and bounded by reflexive contradictions. Instead of seeking the limits of 
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(doubtful) 
unknowable 

l t tr thless 1 
the maximally reasonable } , seek the corresponding limits of the { ~ ~ , " , " ~ ~ $ ' l e }  , and do so in the most universal 
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reflexive context. Then harvest and exploit the resulting contradictions that mark the boundaries of such inverse limits. 
Then we can readily employ the mighty mathematical workhorse of nonconstructive existence proof by contradiction. 

To novices, this technique seems too powerful to be true, because they are generally unaware that negations involving 
reflexive universals are not really fully symmetric, even though it's easy to talk about them as if they were. For 
example, 'reality' and 'unreality' are obviously not objectively or logically symmetric-the total correct denotation of 
'real' is obviously globally self-consistent, whereas this is absolutely and trivially impossible in the case of 'unreal'. To 
competently apply this method, we need to exercise due diligence and avoid equivocating various types of opposites, as 
Aristotle carefully sought to avoid doing when he founded the science of logic. 

This is foundation of the reflexive scientific method, and from this core, further techniques of the more comprehensive 
super-scientific method may be derived. 

Under what general sorts of conditions is the human spirit most apt to flourish? What general sorts of conditions 
facilitate the development and realization of higher qualities of life, mind, and soul? Using the super-scientific method, 
it's easy to prove that merely comprehending such questions (regardless of what you think of them) necessarily 
implicitly presupposes the universal objective moral order-whether you're aware of it or not, and whether you're 
theory of it is generally correct or not. 



2.2 The most basic universal axioms are highly redundant. 

belief (i.e. all theories) in general inescapably involves 
lhe concepfual lorn every system of {knowledge (i.e true theories) in particular 

assumptions. But such assuinptions are not all arbitrary, and in special cases they are predetermined. All attempts to 
reduce the totality of logic to its fundamentals leads to the same general set of primary assumptions (a.k.a. axioms). 
Moreover some of these assumptions are provably necessary, i.e. provably true. Tlie most basic universal axioms are 
highly redundant (in the sense of mutually reinforcing overlaps, not mere duplication). The bogus doctrine that the real 
axioms of logic are unprovable is triply false-it falsely presumes real logical axioms are not highly redundant, it 
falsely presumes real logical axioms are not universally self-reflexive, and its presumed extra-logical context is 
reflexively self-contradictory. 

To prove something in the most rigorous sense is to demonstrate its absolute necessity (and the absolute impossibility 
of alternatives). The universal reflexivity of logic means the axioms of logic are never genuinely separate assumptions 
that are logically outside of proofs that concern other topics. In the most rigorous case, real logic couldn't even be 
properly functionally identified as real logic if the absolute necessity of its axioms couldn't be proven (by means of real 
logic). This is much more obvious once you recognize that the universal laws of logic are first and foremost universal 
objectively normative values by the necessary virtue of universally reflexive self-consistency. 

By the law of noncontradiction, there is exactly one true, unique, overall, supreme, and maximal system of universal 
logic with the necessary realistic features of universal reflexivity and axiomatic redundancy. Universal logic is thus 
distinguished by being the only system of logic that can validly prove its own axiomatic foundations. All other lessor 
systems of logic are necessarily subsumed by universal logic to the extent they are realistic and correct. 



2.1 Micro-Introduction to Universal Science 
Universal science is the science of the universal objective values. As such, universal science is also the logically 
supreme reflexive science of science (scientific value logic) and the morally supreme science of objective morality 
(scientific libertarianism). Universal science deals with the totality of necessary truths about reality that cannot be 
denied without reflexive self-contradiction-i.e. it involves the infinite logical web of absolute scientific truths that are 
inherently irrational to reject, directly or indirectly, overtly or covertly. 

2.1.1 Scientific definitions 
The purpose of scientific definitions is to specify the principal yet comprehensive distinguishing characteristics of 
whatever is defned. Unlike colloquial defmitions, scientific definitions cannot arbitrarily exclude the less popular cases 
and less well-known cases since science aims to be compatible with all the relevent known facts. Definitions are not 
theories. It's scientifically corrupt to pack definitions with false equivocations, false dichotomies, and supposed 
conclusions. That a scientific definition is not perfect is no excuse for substituting demonstrably inferior definitions. 

2.1.2 Objective values and subjective values, universal values and individual values. 
<<add table of 4 subdivisions>> 

The universal objective values are valuable to all possible and existing self-conscious sentient beings for acquiring 
objective knowledge. 

2.1.3 The Nature of Universal Objective Truth 
The best coherence theory of truth and the best correspondence theory of truth both provably necessarily contain 
exactly the same infinite tapestry of universal axioms, and thus have the same set of core truths. Hence the coherence 
and correspondence theories can no longer be regarded as potentially different theories of truth in terms of their ultimate 
results. They are inseparably unified by the universal axioms. We can thus accumulate an infinite amount of additional 
empirical knowledge by using whichever of these two truth-refining methodologies is most convenient, knowing with 
absolute certainty that the subsequent sum-total results can never lead to fundamental dichotomies. 

Conceptual language is primarily designational (intentional), and only secondarily representational. This is the reason 
that the leading human languages (e.g. English) are completely sufficient for realistically expressing all of the most 
important absolute truths (among other kinds). We don't need anything beyond a fairly primitive, vague, and very 
incomplete model of our sun to correctly state the absolutely true fact that it exists. 



2.4 Stuff to add to table of reflexive contradictions & list of axioms 
<<axiom: Language-dependence is not an effective barrier to objectivity. Indeed the recognition of language- 
dependence is intrinsically objective. All human-level languages are subject to the universal objective logical value 
axiomatic laws. All human-level conceptual languages are moreover intrinsically intentional, and hence the most 
fundamental such laws are necessarily linguistically expressible, language-dependence notwithstanding. In the case of 
universally reflexive objectivity, the distinction between linguistic reality and extra-linguistic reality is a false 
dichotomy.>> 

<<axioms: all statements are subject to revision. Asserts it must be revised, in which case it's false. Not true when 
disjunctively combined with its negation. Implies all English statements-including original-must on average become 
infinitely long since all finite length ones get used up. >> 

<<The irrepressible logical light of scientific reality axiom: It's iinpossible to be completely mistaken about everything 
you think of. To deny this is blatantly self-contradictory hypocrisy. >> 

<<axiom: no such thing as real consistency (indistinguishability, affirming negation)>> 

<<axiom: what categories does question x necessarily exemplify?>> 

<<axiom: attacks on 'rigid categories' are hypocritical manifestations of categorical rigidity.>> 

<<More universal axiomatic concepts: perfect and infmite.>> 

<<axiom: category theory: what is the content of these categories: the greatest ideology, the truest ideology, the most 
rational religion, the truest religion, the most rational ideology, objectively desirable extremism, etc.>> 

<<axiom: opposition to a priori morality is of course still itself hypocritically a priori moralistic.>> 

<<axiom contradictions: The dogmatic devaluation and defamation of so-called left-brained thinking by right-brain 
junkies involve flagrantly and hypocritically non-right-brain sort of prejudicial absolutist dichotoinies and deceptive 
self-contradictory parodies of so-called linear thinking. >> 

<<axiom: the foundations of philosophy are fundamental constraints in the form of logical constants, symmetries, and 
dimensions-the term foundation is problematic because it doesn't convey hfiiite dimensional fundamentality. >> 

<<axiom: theories only make hypothetical or heuristic presuppositions but don't claim to be true. (reflexively false). 
Typically includes false presumption that true facts are less useful or not known/knowable.>> 



1. Dedication 
This work is dedicated to: 

Akhenaton, Moses, Solon, L. Tzu, C. Tzu, Buddha, Thucydides, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Euclid, 
Archimedes, Cicero, Cato the Younger, Jesus, Augustine, R. Bacon, Aquinas, Grotius, Spinoza, F. 
Bacon, Kepler, Galileo, Newton, Leibniz, Locke, Bach, Mozart, Beethoven, Jefferson, Paine, 
Washington, Trenchard, Gordon, Madison, Jay, Hamilton, Kant, Goethe, Gauss, Euler, Whewell, 
Faraday, Maxwell, Darwin, Pierce, Cantor, Planck, Hilbert, Einstein, Dirac, Fermi, Von Neumann, 
Godel, Ives, Feynman, Schwinger, Mises, Hayek, Orwell, Howard, Jaki, Blanshard, Rand, Rothbard, 
Bronowski, Needham, Zwicky, Jones, Gunkel, Smith, Wesley, Beckman, Rosen, Adler, Pirsig, 
Barwise, Cohen, Hoppe, Kinsella, Yates, 

and to many others either not yet listed or wishing to remain permanently anonymous, for their contributions 
to universal science. 

2. Preface-The Supreme Scientific Attitude 
Quality--universally supreme and universally objective quality-that's what universal science is ultimately 
all about. And at the central focus of this scientific universe of objective quality is the provably supremely 
good value. Two of the most superstitious "scientific" myths of "modern" times are that science is value 
free or that that the most fundamental values of science are merely socially determined conventions. 
However the greatest scientific values or goods are provably provable, provably objective, provably 
supreme, provably absolute, and provably permanent and eternal. This enormously powerful and incredibly 
important scientific feat is one of the all-time greatest milestones in the great journey of human evolution. 
On one hand it validates an infinitely reflexive meta-conjecture of (among others) the 20th century's 
greatest logician, Kurt Godel, while on the other hand, it smashes every single false idol in Karl Popper's 
pretentious and pernicious "science never proves anything about the real world" pseudo-philosophy of 
scientific method. 

Despite having one of the greatest concentrations of highly trained scientists and engineers the world has 
ever seen, the dramatic downsizing and renaming of the Soviet Union demonstrated that the reign of 
philosophy is more powerful than technology. (And now it's demonstrating how hard the recovery from bad 
philosophy is.) Medieval China was once literally centuries ahead of Europe in terms of wealth, civil 
infrastructure, science, and technology-yet the reign of (mainstream) low quality philosophy aborted the 
Commercial Revolution, the Scientific Revolution, and the Scientific Revolution. To any serious student of 
world history, it's glaringly evident that the enormously greater contemporary advances in science and 
technology are likewise systemically grossly underutilized, and that almost all reforms defiantly and 
mockingly compound this relentlessly growing disparity. 

Once again we are in a situation where even moderate advances in real philosophy-i.e. genuinely scientific 
philosophy (versus superficial philosophies of science)-has far more total leverage and far more ultimate 
power than everything else on hand combined. Fortunately for us, such advances have already been made. 
Our task here is merely one of compiling the widely scattered results, reconciling and refining them, and 
presenting them in a more accessible, comprehensive, and systematic fashion. This Second Scientific 
Revolution will inevitably sooner-or-later emerge in one form or another-as we shall show, there are an 
increasing number of near misses and a few people have wondered into its tributaries without quite realizing 
their full significance. But a large fraction of the great worldwide benefits of the second scientific revolution 
will initially accrue to the culture that gets a head start in most effectively sponsoring it. In most historical 
parallels, it's typically one of the second runners that end up in front. In this case, due to the world's social, 
economic, political, and military situations, safety first means staying first. However successfully achieving 
this means that scientific correctness has to be allowed to triumph over double-dealing bipartisan political 
correctness within the next few decades. It's a fascinating dilemma from which there's no escape. 



2.1 Logic is the science of truth, universal objective value logic is the 
science of honesty. 
As Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle recognized-first implicitly with Socrates and finally explicitly with 
Aristotle-logic in the broadest and most general sense is the powerhouse and lighthouse of even half-way 
good philosophy, and is absolutely essential for keeping those who use philosophy even half-way honest. 
Almost everyone (most logicians included) grossly misconstrues and underestimates the real character, 
scope, and subtlety of logic, and are thus nearly completely oblivious to its awesome potential power. Logic 
is the supreme science, the science of reasoning-supreme even to the science of mathematics (which has 
long and justly been acclaimed as "the queen of the sciences"). 

Universal objective value logic can be (somewhat mischievously) defined as "the science of objective 
absolutism", whose most notable feature is that all denials of it hypocritically involve absolutist rejections, 
which denials furthermore hypocritically presume their own objective significance. Universal objective 
value logic could likewise be defined as the ultimate science of metalogical integrity, the ultimate science of 
anti-hypocrisy, and thus of course also as the ultimate science of "political incorrectness". 

Few people other than specialists are aware that there has been as much fu~zdame~ztal progress in logic and 
mathematics as in all the other sciences combined during the 20th century period of exponential 
development. However severe fragmentation and insular specialization have generally overwhelmed 
consolidation, diffusion, application, and popularization of the most interesting, intriguing, and important 
logical advances of all. Indeed many of the remarkable results we will explain were apparently 
independently discovered multiple times. 

In the last half of the 20th century, logic has finally, powerfully, and permanently earned first place among 
the sciences. It turns out that universal objective values provably exist, these values are provably logical 
values, and they are provably the most fundamental and highest priority values of the universe. In other 
words, these logically supreme scientific values are the supreme moral values of the universe. Of course you 
are no more compelled to recognize and heed such values than you are compelled to be sane, healthy, happy, 
or free. And while you can know some of the strongest preferences that bias the universe's natural moral 
lottery on all scales, you will never be fillly exempt from random happenstance. Since every choice made or 
forsaken is automatically a natural bet, you're best bet is to always bet wisely on the provably objective 
preferences of universal scientific natural moral law. It's only logical and scientifically virtuous to do so. 

Of course to intransigently uphold the single, exclusive, supreme, and universal objective scientific morality 
as demonstrably "scientifically correct" is about the worst form of "political incorrectness" there is, since 
it's "politically incorrect" for left-wingers, right-wingers, and mongrel moderates. This also means that 
much of the reigning philosophical dogma of the scientific community is wrong-but given their oft-noted 
failure to more-than-marginally remedy the pervasive socio-political pathologies of the human condition, it 
should not be surprising that they should be taken by surprise. 

This book is a small extract from a much larger project, which is among the most provocative and 
enlightening scientific progress reports of the 20th century. It's principal theorem is that the so-called "pre- 
existing natural order" that's so often vaguely alluded to but never rigorously specified is characterized by 
(in addition to all other things) an absolute and permanent specific structure with a single universal central 
focus. This single universal central focus involves objective logical truth-value. Some of the more 
interesting provable implications are that value is the most fundamental scientific concept, and that the 
correct laws of logic are the first and foremost objective moral laws of universal science. 

This is the scientifically, universally, reflexively, logically, morally, absolutely, relatively, and politically 
ultimate-centrist position. The single universal central focus is logically infinite dimensional, although the 
dimensions are strongly partially ordered by relevance and significance. This is one of the reasons that the 
always finite amount of knowledge we have about the infinitely complex universe is nevertheless 
enormously valuable in actual practice. 

So what good is universal science, universal value logic, ultimate-centrism, and truism? 



We can prove slavery is evil and imlnoral on strictly hard core scientific grounds. We can prove that with 
some minor qualifications, most of the American Declaration of Independence and most of the American 
Bill of Rights is in 111ore-or-less strict accordance with universal scientific objective moral law. From the 
perspective of phony conservatives and hypocritical liberals (who believe in paying ritual homage to these 
documents while routinely betraying them off camera), such claims are of course highly 'politically 
incorrect'-but they are scierztifically correct-which now means objectively morally superior and 
reiigiousiy correct as weii. 

Other very important corollary conclusio~~s can likewise be proved. The present economic system is severely 
under-perfonning and operating at only a small fraction of its true and enormous potential-indeed most 
people no longer remember what a reasonably non-anemic economy was really like. The overwhelming 
majority of military resources are not merely being merely misdirected and squandered, but are insidiously 
fostering the sorts of institutional inertia in the military industrial complex that preclude genuinely defensive 
strategy and tactics against any but the most incompetent enemies. The less-than-inspiring state of 
contemporary culture are mostly more indirect consequences of the factors that grossly magnify the above 
problems. 

Even half-way fixes to these problems will inevitably have positively electrifying consequences. Those who 
ignorantly presume that the past Renaissance, scientific revolution, American Revolution, and industrial 
revolution were either the last of their kind or the greatest of their kind are going to seem like highly 
neurotic intellectuals to future generations of historians-indeed just as neurotic as the Pollyanna status quo 
utopian apologists for the political, economic, and military conditions. In terms of attenuating the biggest 
roots of foreign threats over the long run, propounding the absolute scientific right to receive knowledge 
about universal science, universal value logic, ultimate-centrism, and truis~n should play a prominent central 
role in all forms of strategic foreign policy. 

Those who think that science has somehow failed the human race couldn't be more wrong. They are in for a 
series of big surprises-mostly reasonably pleasant ones-if they ol~ly live long enough to survive the next 
few decades of rapids. Some things just take a lot longer than expected, especially when most of the people 
who are bright enough to know better either intellectually wimp out or sell out. While they can temporarily 
divert universal evolution's relentless multidimensional quest for power and progress into more indirect 
means, they can never stop it, sort of total annihilation. As a biosphere and sentient species, we have already 
won the galactic lottery, which means natural selection is irreversibly set to mercilessly and progressively 
drive us towards winning the universal lottery. Our inescapable primary choice is learning to develop and 
progress the easy way or the hard way, to learn from history and universal science or from trial and disaster. 

To the extent that krzowledge is power, universal value logic is provably the greatest such power in tlze 
urziverse. Like fusion energy, only a very tiny fraction of this awesome power is being even indirectly 
exploited at present. The fullest development of the earth's prodigious potential requires not just the 
technology of the physical sciences, but also the technology of the moral sciences-i.e. of universal value 
logic and universal science, including their economic and political derivatives. Indeed the reflexive 
universal science of scientifically objective morality is th.e supreme science and the most ultimately 
powerful of all the sciences. It can and will take over the world, just as its antecedent heliocentric theory did 
just a few centuries ago. Its consequences will be like the development and spread of electricity, thereby 
bringing very much brighter and very much more widespread genuinely modern electric lighting in the 
realm of what previously were only many scattered candle-lit islands in the long dark night of only 
marginally scientific philosophy. 

Since real world logic is universal in scope, its strongest practitioners should always be willing and able to 
successfully take on the hardest of the most important contemporary problems. No other problems even 
come close to increasingly militarized worldwide religious conflicts on one hand, and the worldwide 
institutionalization of across-the-spectrum political corruption at all levels on the other. Contrary to 
cynically self-serving officially approved wishful thinking, these problems are not independent, and cannot 
be cured independently-for these are all differing faces of the same problem-i.e. cognitive corruption. 
Oops-that's even more "politicalIy incorrect". 



Tolerance for widely differing and lnutually cont1-adictory beliefs does not entail treating them as 
comparably valid, virtuous, and desirable-indeed it's highly unrealistic and irresponsible to do so. 
Demonstrating the glaring and pernicious errors of the world's biggest conte~nporary religious and political 
cults is no more anti-religious and anti-government than rendering a generally correct medical diagnosis is 
anti-human. Indeed it's the spin-doctors for these reigning cults whose continual subversion of intellectual 
integrity is the most ultimately perniciously anti-human and anti-social due to the widely and continually 
co~npounding indirect effects of the law of unintended consequences. 

The following quotes will give you a good idea of our uncompromising, intransigent, and indomitable hard- 
core universal scientific attitude, and a good idea of the quintessential nature of real scientific integrity. We 
shall moreover indulge, exercise, and test this attitude by provirzg the following quotes to be scienti.fically 
correct attitudes. 

"Tlze nzost formidable weapon against errors of every kind is i-eason. I have never used arzy other, 
and I trust I never shall. ... Your own reasofz is the only oracle given you by heaven, and your are 
a~zswerable, not for the rightrzess, but the uprightrzess of the decisiorz. ... Tlze orzly religion that has 
not been invented, and that has in it every evidence of divine origirzality, is pure arzd si~nple deisnz. 
. . . The prirzciples of science lead to this klzowledge; . . . and it is tl7rough that ~nedium that 17za1z can 
see God, as it were, face to face. . . . I seldorn passed five minutes of 1ny life however circunzstanced 
irz which I did not acquire some kizowledge. . . . I leave the ideas that are suggested in the corzclusion 
of tlze work to rest on the nzirzd of the reader; certain, as I that when opilziorzs are pee ,  whether 
ilz nzatters of govenzmeizt or religiorz, truth willfirzally and poweq4ully prevail." 

-Thomas Paine, the most widely read and extraordinary influential American author of the 
American Revolutionary era, who was also a passionate abolitionist. 

"I have sworn upon the altar of God eternal Izostility against every form of tryrarzrzy over the i?zirzd of 
rnarz. " 

-Tl-~or??as Jefferson, primary author of the Declrt.ratiof?~ ofhdepe!zdelzce, w!lich is of course 
the more famous and comprehensive corollary of this scientifically correct attitude. 

"I  had always regarded tlze search for the absolute as the loftiest goal of all scientific activities." 
-Max Planck, the physicist who discovered the quantum of physical action. 

"And nzarzy times I've wondered how 1?zuch there is to know." 
-Led Zeppelin 

"K~zowledge is our 17zost poweifu.1 elzgirze of productiorz." 
A l f r e d  Marshall 

"There is lzotlzilzg as y ractical as a good theory!" 
-Kurt Lewin 

"The Lord nzny be playful, but rzever arbitrary." 
-Gian-Carlo Rota 

"Nature, to be conznzarzded, must be obeyed." 
-Francis Bacon, the initially greatly venerated philosopher-prophet of the western 

scientific revolution, whose falsely tarnished reputation is being restored. 

"You cannot petition tlze Lord with prayer." 
-The Doors 

"Nature never breaks her own laws." 
-Leonard0 da Vinci 

"God and Nature never act irz vailz." 
-Aristotle, the "father of western science" and founder of the science of logic. 

"Order is lzeavelz'sfirst law." 
-Alexander Pope 
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4. Introduction 
Value is the supreme scientific concept. And that's a scientifically provable true fact 

Universal science is the science of the universally supreme objective values and of how these relate to all 
the other sciences, which are all logically and morally subordinate to universal science. The focus of 
universal science is universal value logic, the primary and universally supreme logic of objective truth- 
value. 

Although the term 'truth-value' is surprisingly common in logic, most scientists are shockingly ignorant of 
the enormously powerfiil implications of 'value' when considered in the most universal, reflexive, 
intentional, and objective context of logic. This is the primal domain where logic and morality are mutually 
applicable and mutually redundant. More than any other of the spectacular highland regions of science 
(mathematics included), universal value logic is God's country. 

Inferior ideologies are the greatest progress-retarding factor in the world today. And conversely, intellectual 
integrity is the greatest potential progress-accelerating lever in the world today. Universal science is the 
science of intellectual integrity, among other things. 

Apart from being one of the most fascinating abstract philosophical topics in its own right, universal science 
has an equally fascinating degree of relevance to almost every practical concern-all roads ultimately lead 
to universal science. Because universal science is universally and thus reflexively concerned with what is 
provably truly scientifically correct, it's also called truism. Truism is the modern counterpart of the often 
neglected but often repeated Biblical assertions of the absolute priority of objective capital t Truth. 
Regardless of what might be lacking in theoretical understanding, it was clearly the single most important 
scientific value to repeatedly draw attention to, year after year, century after century. 

The 20th century has seen historically unprecedented and near miraculous continual exponential gains in 
science and technology. Yet these spectacular achievements have had comparatively minor effects they have 
on economic advancement. And they have not stermned the overflowing parasite-ridden sewers of modern 
politics that routinely plunders most of its subjects' productive potential. These conditions are among the 
most astonishing and most outrageous ongoing examples of the negative power of ideology. The obvious 
question to keep asking is "Who and what has kept the scientific revolution away from politics and political 
economics, and how and why is this done?" 

It's now common knowledge that junk ideology made the standard of living and quality of life in the now 
downsized Soviet Union several times less than what it could and should have been. It's not generally 
recognized that the so-called free world is plagued with more-or-less the same ideological disease in 
disguise, but the evidence is unmistakable and overwhelming for those who are willing to take a deep and 
honest look around. The possibility that an incredibly poor socialist latecomer to the industrial revolution 
like communist China has half-way plausible chances of catching up with and decisively surpassing the U.S. 
economically by the mid-2lst century shows there is something terribly wrong in the so-called capitalist 
world. 

Given the rapid U.S. ascendancy to world leadership in the industrial revolution, and the absolutely 
unparalleled resources available to it, the quality of life and standard of living of the American hemisphere 
should have been several times higher than what it is now. Marx was generally wrong, but that never made 
most of the reigning cynically Machiavellian anti-Marxists right-far from it, as is becoming increasingly 
widely obvious, even though few know the real underlying reasons. One of the reasons is that the reigning 
ideologies in the U.S. are generally scientifically corrupt, and to that extent, objectively immoral and 
economically retarding. 

To claim that most so-called modern philosophy is pretentious error-ridden garbage also amounts to an 
implicit claim of having at least enough definite, certain, valid, and real philosophical knowledge to 
recognize many of its counterfeits. Obviously there is so17ze presently known good philosophy. Armed with 
such considerations, many other bits of truly good philosophy may be discovered among the huge mountain 
of 20th century publications. Even though the percentage of genuinely good stuff is seemingly negligible on 
a percentage basis, the totally amount is still surprisingly large. 



This is really an amazing fact. 

Once you know enough tricks for profitably extracting gold from low-grade ore, the tiny percentages 
involved are no longer a barrier to amassing tons of pure gold. The case of universal science is much more 
interesting, because the parts you are mining are also intrinsically useful for enhancing your mining and 
refining equipment. The result is a scientific chain reaction. The key question is how you find the key 
components and assemble that initial critical mass. In your case, the answer is easy-we're going to give 
them to you. 

Logic is often confused with distorted and ignorant caricatures of Aristotelian logic, among other common 
misconceptions. Although widely known as the founder of classical logic and the axiomatic method, less 
well known is that Aristotle was also the founder of modal logic and qualitative contextual analysis. This 
shouldn't be surprising, since his worldview was after all predominantly biological and he was after all one 
of the all-time greatest super-geniuses. Aristotle never said "everything is true or falsev-in fact he 
explicitly discussed counterexamples of this statement. Despite his occasional big blunders, Aristotle was 
the quintessential empiricist. He collected endless biological specimens, and founded the science of 
embryology. In his definitive analysis of continuous change, Aristotle resolved Zeno's famous 3 paradoxes 
of motion. Moreover these achievements did not require any of the supposedly necessary faddish tools such 
as so-called (and misleadingly named) fuzzy logic. It's simply outrageous to claim that Aristotle "thought of 
everything in terms of black or white7'. Those who ignorantly blame Aristotle's philosophy for delaying the 
rise of modern physics for nearly 2,000 years often fail to mention that Archimedes-the founder of 
experimental mathematical physics-followed closely in Aristotle's wake. Duh! And by the way, the 
world's most famous (and tragically, multiply burned) library (in the ancient Egyptian city named after 
Aristotle's most notorious but still stunningly successful student) was modeled after Aristotle's unusually 
large personal library. No less than the fiery, quarrelsome, and iconoclastic Galileo claimed that Aristotle 
would generally support his theories, if only a meeting could be arranged. (And despite our various 
disagreements with Aristotle, we claim no less.) Of course there have been incredible advances in logic 
since Aristotle's time (which we will get to later), but those who are so ignorant as to claim to have refuted 
or supplanted Aristotle are invariably found to be presupposing Aristotelian logic in arguing against him. 
Perhaps the greatest irony is that Aristotle's approach to logic was generally quite heuristic and exploratory 
in spirit (quite unlike our attitude, which exploits 23 cerzturies of subsequent refinements and discoveries), 
and his work is almost always grossly misinterpreted as supposedly delineating a finished totalistic system 
of general laws. 

The work of the greatest 20th century logician-Kurt Godel of the "incompleteness theorems" fame-has 
likewise suffered from popular distortions (which we shall also later dispel). There have been endless 
bogusly overgeneralized claims preached by shyster philosophers and hack science writers about how 
Godel's work allegedly demonstrates that scientific knowledge will always be somehow terribly restricted 
and horribly crippled by pathological uncertainty, obnoxiously oblivious that they are contradicting the 
ontological presumptions on which Godel's great proofs are based. Moreover, Godel (like the great Paul 
Erdos, the most productive mathematician of the 20th century) remained an intransigent hard-core 
inathei?zatical Platonist until the end. It was one of the secrets of the success of the logician some great 
contemporaries called "the greatest since Aristotle". Not surprisingly, he couldn't resist the supreme logical 
challenge of attempting to prove the existence of God. 

While Aristotle and Godel were the Coluinbus and Magellan of universal value logic, there has been no 
comparable Newton or Darwin of logic to present a definitive first-order analytic synthesis, to which all 
subsequent developments are second-order corrections. (Classical mechanics is still the fundamental 
prerequisite step and common limiting case of the many competing variants of quantum mechanics and 
general relativity, and Darwinian selection selects for but still totally dominates neo-Lainarkian evolution 
and other stochastically progress-oriented processes). There isn't going to be a Newton or Darwin of 
universal value logic because the definitive first-order analytic synthesis for this primary logic already 
exists-it's merely widely scattered piecemeal throughout the fallout produced by the unprecedented 
population explosion of 20th century books. 





5. True Absolutism and Universal Axioms 
There is such a thing as true absolutism. Indeed it's absolutely impossible to find a non-absolutist way to 
dispute this fact, and all attempt to do so provably lead to contradictions. All rejections of (true) absolutism 
are forms of (false) absolutism. 

Contrary to common misconceptions, the possibility of true absolutism is not so~uehow refuted by the 
surrounding ambiguities of life, True absolutism doesn't imply the elimination of all ambiguity any more 
than the dramatically brighter electric arc lights in lighthouse and airport beacons of the early 20th century 
eliminated all darkness or eliminated all shipwrecks and plane crashes. But these developments were 
nevertheless enor~nously helpful in the always-reoccurring bouts of stormy weather that characterize real 
life. Indeed some forms of ambiguity are provably absolutely necessary and absolutely real. 

Every system of beliefs has some beliefs that depend on others. The most fundamental such beliefs are 
called the axioms of a given belief system. Even pretentiously skeptical belief systems have their axioms, 
which when explicitly formulated, clearly exhibit the hypocritically self-contradictory nature of skepticism. 
Some belief systems obscure their axiomatic foundations, but there is no such thing as a belief system 
without them. This is why axioms are so ultimately important. Axioms may turn out to be erroneous and 
false, and errors may be made in deriving conclusions from true axioms. Since much thinking is done tacitly 
using axioms implicitly, explicitly identifying axioms becomes increasingly valuable as the totality and 
complexity of purported knowledge grows. Axioms are extremely powerful tools for exposing the rampant 
and treacherous errors making up the junk ideologies of the reigning political factions and their deceitful 
propaganda-spewing spin-doctors. 

The most fundamental group of axioms for all possible scientifically correct theories is called the universal 
axioms (or more specifically, the universal scientific axioms). In mathematics, axioms that are redundant 
with respect to one or more other axioms are conventionally ignored (with the choice of which subset of 
mutually independent axioms to retain being a partly arbitrary matter of convenience). However in universa! 
science, the partial redundancy of the universal axioms is highly prized, for it greatly facilitates proofs of 
their universality, their fundamentality, and the absolute impossibility of any alternative group, among many 
other things. There are an infinite number of universal axioms, although they are strongly partially ordered 
by importance and significance. Like atomic weapons, the first dozen or two universal axioms generally 
suffice to radically alter the intellectual balance of scientific power for most ideological conflicts. 

The real existence of the universal axioms depends on the real existence of true absolutism. The universal 
axioms are just the formal face of permanent and eternally true absolutism. The core of universal science is 
necessarily absolutist, permanent, and eternal. This absolute core and universal focus of universal science 
ranges from the moderately simple to the infinitely complex. 

True, logical, and objectively scientific absolutism necessarily encompasses imprecision, uncertainty, 
ignorance, ambiguity, relativism, error, inconsistency, and so on. Some form of absolutism is provably 
necessarily presupposed by each of these concepts, and some type of common absolutism is provably 
absolutely required for any mutually consistent elaboration and application of them. Considering the larger 
family tree of such concepts severely constrains the types of possibly valid absolutism. Then finding the 
provably correct type of absolutism becomes pretty easy. 

6. The Universal Axioms of Universal Science 
The universal axioms of universal science are implicitly required logical reality checks and mutual 
consistency factors for every genuinely scientific explanation and proof. It's always an error to contradict 
the universal axioms. But that does not mean that everything must be explicable in terms of universal 
axioms for them to exist. Indeed this very stupid but very beguiling error has been one of the factors 
retarding the discovery, recognition, and application of universal scientific axioms. This error is like 
insisting that there are no such thing as centerlines of roads because two-way traffic doesn't drive in one 
middle lane, or that there are no such things as cross ties on railroads, because the wheels of all trains run on 
rails and not on cross ties. 
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6.2 The primacy of universal objective value in universal scientific 
value logic 
We live in a universe that is first and foremost a universe of universal objective value. All other things- 
including such things as subjectivity, biology, ignorance, physics, and emotions-are to various degrees 
necessary reflexive and typological corollaries of this inescapable primal fact. (The inescapable reasons for 
recognizing this fact will be described later-we simply want to call attention to its crucial scientific role.) 
Therefor genuinely objective universal scientific logic has to start with this universal objective value fact. 117 
relatively simple cases, the fact that there is no such thing as so-called value-free logic can be generally 
ignored, just as medieval scientists generally ignored omnipresent electromagnetic fields. But to handle both 
old and new problems too complex for a given type or level of ignorance, we need to find, master, and 
harness ever more basic facts. (If you think otherwise, just try banishing everything depending on electrical, 
electromechanical, electrochemical, and electronic processes from the world.) After more than ten decades 
of dismal scientific failure in ameliorating the world's political, economic, and socio-cultural problems, it 
time to face up to the need for industrial strength universal scientific value logic. 

Individual subjective values only exist as attributes of being when and to the extent that some entity values 
their objects-they are a highly variable transient mode of being. Universal objective values are however an 
eternally preexisting and absolutely permanent mode of being. All subjective values are various sorts of 
multiple partial selective reflections of objective values, which may be variously conformational, 
oppositional, or orthogonal to their objective sources. Individual objective values are the reflexive vector 
gradient fixed-points of local subjectivity. The universal objective values are akin to the world's prevailing 
trade winds that sweep over the shifting ocean currents and tides of circumstance, whereas individual 
objective values are akin to the sails and rudders of personal ships, and individual subjective values are akin 
to the changing settings and variously desired destinations of such ships. 

6.3 Reflexive universals as the prime numbers of universal value logic 
The reflexive (i.e. directly or indirectly self-referential) aspects of (universal value) logic are poorly 
understood and are typically neglected apart from highly superficial "gee-whiz" paradox mongering. The 
more general study of reflexive contradictions is logically enlightening, especially in connection with 
categorical intentionality. 

When we ask what we know or what we can discover, we are already in the logically reflexive realm. It's 
this realm where some of the greatest universal logical value absolutes and invariants are found, which are 
universal value logic's counterparts of the great universal conservation laws of physics. Reflexive 
universality (and its categorical corollary dual, universal reflexivity) are among the most notable 
characteristics of the most important and most fundamental universally axiomatic laws and categories, 
which are the prime numbers of universal value logic. 

6.4 Reflexive categorical self-contradictions 

6.4.1 Recognition of logical hypocrisy is a vague yet powerful signpost of universal axioms 
Reflexive categorical self-contradiction involves assertions of some categorical condition that indirectly 
reflexively applies to and contradicts such assertions. Since the time of Aristotle, the recognition of 
reflexive categorical self-contradiction has been used to reject various false doctrines. The "fallacy of self- 
exclusion" is a special case of such errors. Rand's (1979) "stolen concept fallacy" is another special case of 
such errors. Harrison (1995) catalogs dozens of reflexive categorical contradictions under the heading of 
"pragmatic inconsistency". Many earlier (and often equivalent) examples may be found sparsely scattered 
through the works of the major medieval and 20th century philosophers. 

Such haphazard hacking away at pathological errors is akin to making lots of random mining assays without 
mapping the larger geological structures they reveal. It's time scientific philosophy at least caught up with 
paleo-Darwinian geology. Since the recognition of any logical fallacy minimally involves vague tacit 
recognition of one or more universal axioms or universal axiomatic categories, it's surprising that apparently 



no one has/systematically ex loited reflexive categorical self-contradictions as signposts of the universal 
axioms. (Actual@-  suck-e d ntradictions always can be used to prove ~nultiple axioms-although subsequent 
axioms in each such series are of rapidly diminishing comparative significance, and require a 
correspondingly higher level of knowledge to recognize.) This leads to the following general law. 

6.4.2 The recognition of every fallacy involves implicit recognition of one or more universal 
axioms. 
It is difficult to overstate the extreme importance and great power of this generally unrecognized fact and 
generally underutilized and logical law. Besides being a powerful tool for discovering universal axioms, it 
provides Archimedean fulcrums for proving them. Theologians, philosopl1ers, and mathematicians such as 
Augustine, Blanchard, and Bronowski (among many others) have each made very limited, almost accidental, 
and seemingly half-conscious use of this tool to find isolated instances of universal axioms. But they never 
quite realized they had found only the smallest surface fragments of a vastly larger and enormously 
powerful system. Its as if they each discovered a different brick of enriched uranium and used them for 
storm-proof paperweights, but never combined them into form a logical critical mass reactor and tap its 
absolutely unrivaled power. 

Unlike "ordinary" presuppositions that may be true or false, universal reflexively necessary presuppositions 
are necessarily true-i.e. they are effectively forced recognitiolzs of true facts. They are the permanent 
benchmarks of the inherently scientific universe's natural, absolute, conceptual coordinate system, each 
serving as a11 eternal lighthouse marking safe harbors and passageways along Newton's infinite ocean of the 
great unknown. 

6.5 Table of fallacies and refutations leading to universal axioms 
The following table presents an instructive list of reflexive categorical self-contradictions. You can think of 
it as deconstructing deconstructionism, as out-posting post-modernism, as more logically empirical than 
empiricism, as more pragmatically realistic than pragmatism, as more structurally realistic than post- 
structuralism, and perhaps most notably, as classically superior in realizing the aims of classicisr~z-' 1.e. as 
super-classical. (One can hardly triumph over the enemies of classical realism without superceding the inept 
and stalled-out defenders of classicism as well.) 

If you want to further debug your cognitive software and raise your effective IQ in the process, see how 
many universal axioms you can discover on your own as you read through this table. 

False Denials Reflexive Content and Context 
There are no real concepts. This hypocritical statement cannot be realistically true unless the 

concepts it uses were real. 
This hypocritical statement asserts an actually existing (but false) 
belief. 
You present conscious comprehension contradicts this statement. 

There are no real absolutes. This statement hypocritically asserts an absolute claim. As a 
universal generalization, this statement is a self-rejecting claim. 
This hypocritical statement presumes the objective concepts of 
existence, universal denial or negation, and attribute in using 'is', 
'no', and 'such thing' respectively. 
This statement hypocritically asserts a claim of objective truth. 
As a universal generalization, this statement is an obviously self- I rejecting claim. 

Values cannot be derived from facts. 

There are no absolute objective 

This statement l~ypocritically asserts its factual truth-value, 
thereby contradicting its presumed false dichotomy between 
values and facts. 
This statement hypocritically asserts something that you slzould 

values. 



ntolerant, and fanatical. 



all dichotomies 
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False Denials 
scientific ostulate. 
True scientific knowledge can never Y 
It's impossible tc discover necessary 
or causal connections in experience. 

I There are many things that defy logic. 

There is no such thing as philosophy. 
All valid forms of logical inference 

I are non-circular. 
I 
1 You shouldn't be judgmental since no 

objective judgements are possible. 
There are only subjective values. 

It's either inconsistent or impossible 
to make objective statements about 
subjective values. 
Goodness and objectivity have n c  
necessary connections. 

There is no such thing as scientific 
correctness in the social and moral 
sciences. 
The law of noncor~tradiction is not a 
fundamental law of nature. 

We can never know anything for sure 
because everything is conditioned or 
distorted by language. 
The word 'should' has no objective or 
operational content. 

There is no such thing as necessity. 

There are no real facts, and even if 
there were, we could never be 
absolutely certain of them. 
The so-called laws of logic are 
neither genuine laws nor valid. 

I All thought is provisional and all 
action is contingent. 

Reflexive C o ~ ~ t e n t  and Context 
claim about what it claims can merely be postulated. 
This phenomenologically hypocritical statement presumes we 
share the purpose of phenonienologically seeking true scientific 
knowledge even while telling us not to say so. 
The experience of thinking about what can be inferred from this 
hypocritical statement causes us to discover that it is necessarily 
self-refuting. 
This deceitful statement presumes an irrational definition of 
logic, and falsely equivocates ignorance with inapplicability. 
This deceitful statement denies that it can be inferred from 
anything realistic, it denies having any relevant trustworthy 
implications, and it denies its own logical trustworthiness. 
This hypocritical statement is a blatantly metaphysical claim. 
There can be no valid reasons for believing this groundless 
overgeneralization, since that would involve the logically circular 
use of non-circular inference to justify this defenseless claim. 
This hypocritical statement pronounces its deceitful claim in the 
form of an objective judgement. 
This self-refuting statement implies that it has no objective truth- 
value, despite being hypocritically stated as an objective fact. 
If this deceitful statement were true, it would be an objective 
example of what it falsely denies. 

This hypocritical statement asserts itself as a purportedly 
objective claim about goodness, and it also implies that there 
cannot be any good reason to either believe or disbelieve it. 
If this moronically ignorant statement were true, it would 
constitute an example of what it denies. 

This hypocritical statement presumes the law of noncontradiction 
in presuming that "not a fundamental law of nature" has any 
definite and realistic meaning whatsoever. 
If this hypocritical statement were true, it would be an example 
of what it denies. 

The purpose of making this hypocritical statement is to convince 
others that they should believe this claim to be objectively or 
operationally true. 
This hypocritical statement necessarily presumes some limited 
necessary connection between it and reality, and if it were true, 
then to be meaningful, its negation must necessarily be false. 
This blatantly hypocritical statement attempts to exemplify the 
very sort of absolutely certain factual claim it denies. 



This hypocritical statement propounds a nonarbitrary conclusion 
that presupposes definitions of 'everything', 'definition', and 

The above false denials can obviously be amended with special case self-exempting qualifications, but this 
of course deprives them of their originally intended meaning and generality-indeed such changes in 
significance are quite radically different when the total set of all such changes is considered sinzulta~zeousl-y 
as mutually applicable constraints. This is obvious when you realize that each such required qualification is 
tantamount to the indirect recognition of some necessary universal absolute. But directly comprehending the 
simultaneously multiple mutual implications of such qualifications is very complex and is not initially 
intuitively obvious. Fortunately there is a very much simpler and ultimately much more powerful 
incremental means to attain such results, which is the topic of the next section. 

6.5.1 Non-constructive existence proofs by contradiction for universal axioms and universal 
axiomatic categories 
The descriptions of reflexive categorical self-contradiction in the previous section's table bear a striking 
resemblance to the venerable and powerful mathematical tool of non-constructive existence proof by 
contradiction. If you negate a reflexive categorical self-contradiction, the result is often a rough description 
of a universal axiom or a universal axiomatic category. Adding the correct qualifications is tricky since there 
are often several possible types, dimensions, or degrees of negation. You must be very careful about 
transforming the quantifiers "no" and "all" into "some" where appropriate. Fortunately others have done 
most of this work for you, and we will present the most important universal axioms and categories later. 

We are on our way to proving that there are universal axioms, and that it is both logically legitimate and 
morally virtuous to insist that purported universal axioms (or anything else that others use in their place) be 
proven as such. You should never tolerate the spin-doctors' propaganda trick of claiming "it's axiomatic 
that.. ." when they want you to drop your guard and divert you from inquiring into their hidden premises and 
hidden agendas. Such proclamations from the proponents of major political parties and subverted religious 
sects are often mutually contradictory, and true universal axioms can Izever be mutually contradictory. Not 
surprisingly, universal axioms are quite useful for weeding out false ideologies of all kinds. 

Certain knowledge of a given universal axiom does not means its total content and full implications are 
known, although it does mean we have a definite link to them. The existence of the earth as a nearly 
spherical body was definitely known many centuries ago from observing its shadows on the moon and from 
watching ships disappear over the horizon, even though much of earth's surface and interior were otherwise 
largely unknown. Absolute knowledge of certain existence-even when vague, approximate, or partial-is 
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often enormously powerful because of what it thereby rules out and rules in  (especially when compounded 
with similar sorts of knowledge). Just ask any first class cryptographer, detective, or nature herself. 

7. Absolutely Certain and Provable Facts 
The corollary of (correctly) rejecting logical fallacies is to uphold every empirical fact that is self- 
consistently presupposed by logic itself-and there are a surprising number of such facts around, although it 
takes the right logical tools to recognize them as such. These all have God's universal scientific trademark- 
that any foolish and literally unrealistic attempt to reject them is (reflexively) self-contradictory and thus 
inherently illogical. It's trivially easy to prove that all blatantly self-contradictory denials of empirical 
logical veracity are inherently illogical, and that there's literally no basis for such denials. This is why the 
reigning propaganda classes and their ingeniously deceitful spin-doctors have to routinely resort to 
pretentious fraudulent counterfeits of logic in addition to merely lying with out-of-context half-truths. 

The preceding chapter's long table of reflexive errors indirectly and vaguely indicate quite a few effectively 
indisputable, irrefutable, and non-falsifiable facts whose attempted rejection inescapably involve reflexive 
self-contradictions. These facts will be explicitly formulated below. They contradict Karl Popper's 
propaganda that no scientific theory can ever be verified, which amounts to the incredibly idiotic claim that 
the most skillful and most competent applications of logic to the real world are nonscientific. Contrary to 
Popper's philosophical propaganda, the fit-st alzd forelnost scie~ztific criterion of scientific theories is 
whether and to what degree tlzey are correct, not whether they're falsifiable. If a carefully and sufficiently 
qualified scientific theory is perfectly true, it can't be falsifiable, and to demand otherwise is inherently 
irrational and deceitful. Every universal axiom is a provably true scientific metatheory. Truth, not method, is 
the ultimate criterion of science. 

While the large number of absolutely certain basic facts seem individually trivial, much more complex and 
generally true theories must be more-or-less consistent with all such basic facts, so together they are very 
powerful indeed. Indeed, in the universal context of all multiple logical coordination, apparently 'simple' 
basic facts have an infinitely complex web of nevertheless consistent cor-ollary relationships. Don't 
underestimate them. 

111 axiomatic proofs (as elsewhere), it's important to distinguish (i.e. not equivocate) sharp binary predicates 
and concepts of kind versus those of degree and measure. In cases of degree and measure, it's important to 
distinguish (i.e. not equivocate) those cases where there are definite 100% and 0% conditions versus 
conditions that always have some inherent relative residual ambiguity. Correctly extended so-called binary 
logic can handle the mathematics of infinitely continuous variables in modern calculus just fine, and 
moreover correctly extended binary logic is infinitely metalogical in competent hands. There is no objective 
basis for so-called fuzzy logics, which are confused attempts cram range-bounded analog function theory 
into the wrong end of set theory, and then compound these blunders by attempting to replace the cathedral 
of logic with these hideously contorted gargoyles. Don't confuse logic with what logic is about. 

The most systematically rigorous, deeply enlightening, naturally error-detecting, and generally mind- 
expanding way to present the basis ideas of universal objective value logic is in the prose equivalent of 
vectors and matrices used to represent simultaneous multidimensional equations in mathematics. Because 
the universal axioms are mutually reflexive, mutually constraining, mutually reinforcing, and generally 
simultaneously applicable, vectors of the most relevent corresponding subjects, qualifiers, alternatives, 
constraints, and so on provides a much more directly comprehensive and fuller context explication of 
universal science. However most people (with notable exceptions of very good programmers and fans of 
advanced mathematics) have not developed the mental bandwidth needed to think of lots of things 
simultaneously, so we have reverted back to the conventional mode of presentation. 

The important thing to keep in mind is the inherent underlying simultaneous nature of universal science and 
universal objective ~ ~ a l u e  logic. As in any finite description of an infinitely deep field, there are necessarily 
many areas of ambiguity and many defects in explanation. But the totality of simultaneous mutually 
reinforcing constraints still mostly precludes substantial alternatives (versus superior refinements). 







Lin~ited limits of reason theorem: The limits of reason are themselves strongly limited-i.e. the limits 
of reason include strong absolute lower bounds (which makes reason an intrinsically efficacious for 
those who acquire even a moderate competence in its use). These hard lower bounds on the limits of 
reason are indirectly responsible for the more well-known (and under even half-way favorable 
conditions, typically rising) upper bounds of reason (that are imposed by the always finite knowledge 
accumulation capacities of both individuals and extended sociocultural groups thereof). 
Generalized Bronowski social value theorem: Universal science and universal objective value logic 
are the greatest and highest social values. 
Conceptual structure theorem: All the universal objective truth-value-norms are necessarily 
conceptually structured, conceptually explicable, and conceptually comprehensible. 
Discoverability and communicability theorem: All the universal objective tr-uth-value-norms are 
necessarily potentially discoverable and interpersonally communicable. 
Supreme exclusive total unity of universal objective norms: The totality of all universal objective 
norins forms one objectively supreme, universally exclusive, and mutually consistent system. There is 
ultimately only one comprehensive and generally correct scientific theory of objectively normative 
logic, morality, sociology, economics, and politics. Contemporary scientific theories of these domains 
are more or less true or false to the degree and extent they approach or coincide with whatever the 
correct comprehensive theory of universal science is. 
Sovereignty of the human soul anti-serfdom theorem: The objective priorities of self-values are 
always strictly and unconditionally greater than (other) social values. Strictly speaking, self-values are 
the most important reflexive special case of social values. Contrary to the feudalist. fascist, and socialist 
fallacies, objectively valid social values never oppose objective self-values-indeed pseudo-social 
claims to the contrary are objectively anti-social, socially irresponsible, and constitute vampire fascism 
in practice. 
Humanistic crown of creation theorem: The objective priority of generically human (self-consciously 
conceptually sentient) socia! values Is always strictly and unconditionally greater than (other) biological 
values. Strictly speaking, generic human species social values are the most important special case of 
biological values. 
Supreme theological dual convergence theorem: Universal objective value logic corresponds to the 
maximal logically consistent recursive refinement of the principles attributed to the "God of the Jews" 
in the Ten Comnzalzdnzerzts, and likewise (and independently) for the principles attributed to "Nature and 
Nature's God" in the Declaratiolz of Iizdeyelzderzce. 111 other words, two of the all-time greatest 
progressive milestones of human cultural development both independently converge on the same thing, 
namely universal scientific objective value logic. It's neither coincidental nor inexplicable that cultural 
Jews produced an incredibly disproportionate number of world-class scientific superstars, and that 
America eventually became the leading scientific nation of the world. 
Universal scientific deism theorem: God is supremely, quintessentially, exclusively, and universally 
scientific. God is the pre-existing universal, supreme, absolute, permanent, and eternal objective value 
order and value system of the universe. God is (and of universal self-consistent necessity can only be) 
the logically, objectively, and scientifically Supreme Value (the supreme true good) of the universe, not 
some kind of Supreme Being. All earlier attempts to prove the existence of God quite logically failed 
just as they should have, because of major errors of definition and theory. A11 other incompatible 
definitions of God, although sometimes serving as stepping stones of cultural progress in the past, are 
logically inferior and scientifically incorrect, and which thereby contradict, distort, and demean the 
universally supreme nature of God. 
Rational faith theorem: Faithfulness to objective reason is the emotionally superior and morally 
supreme type of faith in God. 
Individual liberty-property rights theorem: The only objectively valid type of human rights are 
individual liberty property rights that are consistent with total self-ownership, minimal (direct active 
use) homesteading for frontier property acquisition, and minimally sufficient exclusively self-e 
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coercion to oppose transgressions against individual liberty-property rights. - Patents are not property theorem: Patents are not property, double-speak Orwellian oxymorons like 
'intellectual property' notwithstanding-otherwise the widespread and well-documented phenomenon 
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8. Universal Scientific Individual Liberty-Property 
Rights 
The laws of noncontradiction and excluded middle apply to suitably for~nulated univei-sal objective norms, 
which are all necessarily mutually consistent and exclusively comprise one and only one unique system. 
There is ultimately only one scientifically correct general theory of extended liberty-property rights that is 
compatible with the provable veracity of adult human self-ownership. All alternative systems are necessarily 
pathologically ridded with reflexive self-contradictions-i.e. such alternatives logically are intrinsically 
hypocritical and inherently deceitful. It's no accident that societies dominated by groups advocating such 
alternatives overwhelmingly tend to become increasingly plagued by just such moral character flaws, among 
others. On the basis of provably scientific first principles of honest social communication, such alternative 

-.+. 

theories are ultimately anti-social all the way down. 

It is much more difficult to derive the generally correct universal scientific theory of universal objective 
norms, and like most realistic theories, it has its naturally difficult-to-apply borderline cases and limits-of- 
present-knowledge cases, which notably include multiple institutional realizations. Nevertheless there is still 
only one supreme natural system of universal scientific objective norms, which are conventionally 
formulated in terms of individual liberty-property rights, and whatever grossly trespasses against these 
individual universal scientific liberty-property rights is provably immoral and objectively evil. 

The very rapid rate of early human evolution required only minimally adequate levels of emotional 
adaptation, and increasingly depended on the rapid development of complementary primitive intellectual 
cultures to provide subsequent approximate adaptive optimizations. In effect the highest leading edges of 
evolution had been skiing down the animalistic novice slopes, then acquired enough skill to survive ventures 
onto the primate intermediate slopes, and then finally in a burst of coinpetitive zeal, plunged down the 
human expert slopes. 

While the human species thus long ago pulled into the overwhelming evolutionary head of the pack, it 
inherently requires intellectual-cultural distributed dynamic balancing systems. And as technology advances, 
and due to the population explosion over the last few thousand years, these distributed dynamic balancing 
systems must be increasingly objectively reality-oriented to avoid the punishing effects of high-speed falls, 
skiing into the trees, or running into other skiers. Fortunately the requisite skills can become habitual, and 
the corresponding rewards are literally unknowable by other animal species. 

One fortunate consequence of this is that there's no such thing as being psychologjcally well-adjusted to 
inferior intellectual-cultural systems, and the relatively few exceptional individuals who do attain 
reasonably high levels of autonomous adult psychological maturity under such systems will quite naturally, 
instinctively, and fortunately despise them. Widespread social pathologies will always plague such inferior 
systems, and will always advertise their true underlying nature, and will always weaken them in indirect 
unrecognized ways in the long run. Such systems must be highly distributed to be maximally effective. This 
means that i n  the very long run, the most evolutio~~arily powerful societies must be scientifically individual- 
centric. Natural selection will always inevitably and relentlessly grind away at regimes that subjugate and 
plunder individuals. 

In the very long run, such evolutionary factors make universal science the naturally selected manifest 
destiny of the human species-if it survives. Although this conclusion is necessarily compatible with natural 
selection and universal evolution, it can be discovered independently of any extensive knowledge of 
evolution, since all contrary claims necessarily lead to reflexive self-contradictions. Reflexive logical 
realism is a wonderfully powerful tool. You can instantly determine when alleged chandlers of 
extraterrestrial civilizations are lying frauds, for they won't be able to instantly demonstrate a prior deep 
knowledge of this tool concerning a randomly chosen topic. 



9. To Be Continued .... 
The claim that a deinonstrably logically undeniable statement still doesn't prove it true and that some other 
alleged alternative is possible is of course an extremely underhanded form of indirect denial which falsely 
implicitly presuines the plausibility of what has been shown to be impossible. 

Every known (and yet-to-be-discovered) limitation of the human mind is another aspect of the absolute that 
always provides an additional step on the grand stairway of scientific progress and power. 

From both the universe's and the individual personal perspective, self-value is the most fundamental type of 
value. All valid concepts are types of objective values, which obviously includes the concept of self. And 
self-value is an objectively reflexive concept of subjectivity-the ultimate universal common denominator 
of the synergistic objective and subjective realms (not to mention the material and mental realms, where 
'body' and 'soul' are the corresponding specialized first-person synonyms of 'self'). Moreover, merely 
knowing the concept of self-value is an important cognitively advanced form (abstract conceptual form) of 
self-valuation-which suitable auxiliary knowledge can greatly amplify. 

Always reflexively remember that the issues of what is logically, ontologically, and epistemologically more 
primary or less primary are generally not primary issues with one all-important exception. The primary issue 
is what we can and do know to be absolutely certainly true. These things are the most powerful and highly 
leveraged weapons for good and against evil. That some of these are more primary or less primary in various 
other senses has no bearing whatsoever on their irrefutable truthfulness. Once this urgently needed and 
largely untapped resource is highly developed, then there may be some useful ways of exploiting the 
secondary issues of what's primary in other respects. But given great present needs weighed against finite 
mental bandwidth, the opportunity costs of these side issues is so high as to be an irresponsible diversion of 
resources (apart from occasional recreational explorations on the side). 

The fascist-feudalistic claim that there's no such things as inalienable individual rights because otherwise * 

the widespread contemporary infringements of them wouldn't exist is like claiming that there's no such ) 
thing as facts and laws of logic because otherwise the widespread contemporary beliefs in pseudo-science ) 
wouldn't exist. b 

The preditory and parasitical political elites have never sacrificed themselves for the greater common good. 

/----, --. %-. 

Although all action in the universe is ultimately totall~. .c~&t's  impossible to give a mechanistici flgl 
explanation of human intentional free will for reasons remotely analogous to the impossibility of listing out 3 
all prime numbers. We can easily prove that an infinite number of primes must exist and that it's h . ~  
contradictory to deny both their existence and their infinitude without ever specifying any of them. In 1 

i' 
addition to these rather remarkable (and remarkably easy) feats, we can easily prove that the overwhelming ' x d  
number of primes will never be specified. The concrete nature of the infinity of always larger unknown d 
primes will always be an eternal mystery, even though we can potentially learn infinitely more about them. 
Human intentional free will is intrinsically structurally irreducible to any other known (or knowable) ,:;z 
category of finite mechanism. When humans succeed in making fully sentient systems, they will not be 
merely super-computerized robots, and although we will ultimately be able to artificially create beings with 
sentient intentional free will, their mechanism of operation in this respect will always remain inherently 

This is not a negative result insofar as its recognition will prevent otherwise huge 
chasing down dead ends, which would otherwise delay the realization of 

artificial scientific sentience. 



10. Universal Scientific Mono-Deism 
The most famous and influential leaders of the American Revolution were Deists. That includes Thomas 
Jefferson, Thomas Paine, Benjamin Franklin, and George Washington. 

If anyone needs any additional proof that neo-liberals and neo-conservatives are neither genuinely socially 
liberal nor genuinely historically conservative, and are both phony to the core and both belie their names, 
just examine their varying ignorance, neglect, and distortion of the highly influential role paleo-American 
Deism. 

10.1 The scientifically supreme being 
The absolute universality of sum-total-1-eal-logic means that all discussiolls of logic are internal to it. This 
means that all attacks on logic necessarily involve some type of recourse to logic and are thus ultimately 
hypocritical. Indeed any reference to logic whatsoever necessarily involves the universal reflexive web of 
sum-total-real-logic. 

The existence of sum-total-real-logic (including universal objective value logic) is easily proved since any 
denial of its real existence immediately involves reflexive self-contradictions. However since such logical 
existence is perfectly universal and absolutely fundamental, the nature of such existence is inherently 
perplexing when considered in merely physical or merely mental terms, since the domain of logic is much 
broader than the domain of such specialized categories. Whatever the nature and mode of sum-total-real- 
logical being is, it's nevertheless the scientifically supreme being, all modes, types, and aspects of real being 
considered. Denying the existence of the scientifically supreme being is inherently reflexively self- 
contradictory, inherently illogical, and inherently irrational. By virtue of the integral universality of 
universal objective value logic, there is one and only one such supreme being. The God of universal science 
is the one and only God of the universe. 

10.2 The Supreme Unification Theorem of universal objective value 
logic and mono-deism 
Despite his many errors, Saint Aquinas was absolutely correct to conclude and claim that God is infinitely 
rational. This theorem can be more usefully formulated in universal scientific terms, to more precisely 
construe the true nature of 'infinitely rational'. The being of God is the being of sum-total-real-logic in 
general, and of universal objective value logic in particular, regardless of whatever the nature of such being 
ultimately is in any other terms. God is intrinsically infinitely intelligible, as the true God of universal 
science must self-consistently reflexively be, even though our knowledge thereof is always finite yet always 
extensible. God is thus intrinsically related to all true scientific knowing, but is not omniscient. 

10.3 The scientific measure of true religion 
The supreme unification theorem provides a universal standard test of the degree to which any given 
religion is a true religion. A religion is a true religion to the degree it is doctrine and practices compatible 
with the supreme unification theorem in general, and with universal objective value logic in particular. 

10.4 Scientific immortality 
While individual souls are not immortal, the concepts of 'individual', 'soul', and (obviously) 'immortal' are 
not merely immortal, but will izecessarily ulways be among the rnost it~zportatzt immortal concepts for all 
future advanced scientific civilizations (of all future scientifically sentient species). While the traditional 
doctrine of the 'individual immortal soul' is incorrect, i t  nevertheless correctly presupposes the ir~zmortulity 
of its key concepts (despite somewhat misconstruing them). 
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